
SHGS 6212 LECTURE NOTES

WEEK 7: STATISTICAL ESTIMATION THEORY:
BAYESIAN STATISTICS

PRELIMINARIES

• The classical statistical inference as advocated by Fisher is not the only way to do
statistics. Another school of thought known as Bayesian inference, which expe-
rienced rapid development about 50 years ago, has enriched the tools available for
performing statistical analyses.

• A Bayesian (someone who thinks that Bayesian inference is the correct way to do
statistics) reasons that people who do science all have their own beliefs (pet theory)
about the outcome of an experiment - no one really assesses the result of a statistical
inference “objectively”. What is needed is to see how one should adjust his or her
preconception according to the outcome of the experiment.

• Fisher was vehemently opposed to such views because he believed that bringing subjec-
tive information into the inference process is unscientific. Since the likelihood function
contains all objective information that is needed for inference, it should be the sole
guide.

• Although there still exist people who refuse to do Bayesian statistics, and Bayesians
who reject the classical approach, most statisticians accept that both are not wrong,
but one is more useful than the other depending on the particular problem. In other
words, a good statistician knows when to use the classical method, and when to use
(and not abuse) the Bayesian method.

BAYESIAN INFERENCE

• We have come across the Bayes Theorem in the earlier part of the lecture but let us
refresh our memory. Suppose A and B are two events, then

P (A|B) =
P (B|A)P (A)

P (B)
=

P (B|A)P (A)

P (B|A)P (A) + P (B|Ac)P (Ac)
.

• Now, consider a coin-tossing experiment. The distribution of the number of heads (X)
in n trials is given by

P (X = x|p) =
(
n

x

)
px(1− p)n−x,

where p is the probability of getting a head. In the classical approach, we think of p as
a constant, and estimate p using observed data x. However, a Bayesian assumes that
p has a probability distribution. This distribution is called the prior distribution,
and it reflects our subjective belief about the nature of the coin.
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• If we suppose that p can take all possible values in the interval (0,1) equally likely,
then the prior distribution is uniform, with pdf

π(p) = 1, 0 < p < 1.

• What we are interested in Bayesian inference is the posterior probability distribu-
tion, that is, the distribution of p given the observed data X. Specifically, this means
finding

π(p|X = x) =
P (X = x|p)π(p)∫ 1

0
P (X = x|p)π(p)dp

.

Note that in the denominator, we integrate over all possible values of p because of its
continuous nature.

• Let us find out what is the posterior pmf for p in this case. Doing the math, we get

π(p|X = x) =
px(1− p)n−x∫ 1

0
px(1− p)n−x

dp

=
px(1− p)n−x

B(x+ 1, n− x+ 1)

=
px+1−1(1− p)n−x−1+1

B(x+ 1, n− x+ 1)
,

which is a beta distribution with parameters x+1, n− x+1. Accordingly, a Bayesian
would estimate p using the mean of the posterior distribution, that is

p̂ = E(p|X = x)

=

∫ 1

0

p · p
x+1−1(1− p)n−x−1+1

B(x+ 1, n− x+ 1)
dp

=

∫ 1

0

px+2−1(1− p)n−x−1+1

B(x+ 1, n− x+ 1)
dp

=
B(x+ 2, n− x+ 1)

B(x+ 1, n− x+ 1)

=
Γ(x+ 2)Γ(n− x+ 1)

Γ(n+ 3)
× Γ(n+ 2)

Γ(x+ 1)Γ(n− x+ 1)

=
x+ 1

n+ 2
.
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• Let’s see how reasonable is this approach. Suppose we tossed the coin only once,
so x = 0 or 1. The ML estimate of p is therefore either 0 or 1. This is a strange
result, because we are pretty sure that the coin is not absolutely biased. The Bayesian
estimate of p, however, is 2/3. A much more reasonable solution (supposing the coin
is unbiased). If we were Bayesians, we would say that we have “updated” our opinion
about p from the (prior) uniform distribution to the (posterior) beta distribution with
parameters x+ 1 and n− x+ 1 (Fig. 1), after seeing the result of the coin toss.
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Figure 1. The uniform prior distribution, and the posterior distribution of p, with x = 3, and n = 10.

• In the preceding example, note that as n becomes large, the Bayesian estimate becomes
approximately x/n, which is the ML estimate of p. This means that the Bayesian’s
subjective opinion in the form of the prior is almost swamped by information from
“objective” data as sample size becomes large (i.e. the Bayesian is “forced” to concede
to data).

• An honest Bayesian would state his belief in such a way that if moderate amount of
data contradict his initial belief, then he is prepared to shift his view. On the other
hand, a more dishonest kind of Bayesian might tend to state a very strong belief, so
that large amounts of data (sometimes impossible or very hard to obtain) are needed
to “prove him wrong”. As a result, some Bayesians have proposed that one should
always use an uninformative prior - that is, one that accepts all possible values in the
parameter space as equally likely in the beginning. Although appealing, this method
has its flaws. Choosing an appropriate prior is more of an art than science!
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• Example: Suppose we use a beta prior with parameters (a, b) for p in the coin-toss
experiment. It can be shown that (exercise) the Bayesian estimator of p is given by

p̂ =
X + a

n+ a+ b
.

If we believe the coin to be fair, we can choose a = 2, b = 2 (the mean of the beta
distribution is a/(a+ b) and its variance is ab/[(a+ b)2(a+ b+1)]). Of course, choosing
a = 20, b = 20 also gives the same mean of 0.5; howeevr, it reflects a stronger view
about the unbiaseness of the coin (and hence require larger sample size before we
concede defeat). Suppose we obtain x = 3, with n = 10. The ML estimate is 0.3, but
the Bayesian estimate is 5/14 = 0.36 (a = 2, b = 2) and 23/50 = 0.46 (a = 20, b = 20),
respectively. Note the relatively larger shift in opinion in the first case, compared to
the second.

• Instead of the standard 95% confidence interval, Bayesian inference uses the 95%
Bayesian credible interval. In the coin toss experiment, the upper (u) and lower
limits of this interval (l) are computed by solving∫ u

0

π(p|X = x)dp = 0.975,∫ l

0

π(p|X = x)dp = 0.025.

Since the posterior distribution π(p|X = x) is a beta distribution, this can be done
using the qbeta function in R. The Bayesian CI has a different interpretation than
the standard CI - a 95% BCI actually means there is a 95% probability that the true
parameter value falls within the BCI; whereas the 95% CI is harder to interpret because
the statement “95% confident” refers to the relative success of the CI construction
procedure in containing the true parameter value.

• Let’s return to the coin toss experiment. The 95% CI for p is given by [0.02, 0.58].
The 95% BCI for p with a = 2, b = 2 is given by [0.14, 0.61]; while that for p with
a = 20, b = 20 is [0.33, 0.60]. Note that the length of the interval for BCI is shorter
compared to CI because of the use of additional information from the prior distribution.
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BAYESIAN PROCEDURE : IMPLEMENTATION AND SOME REMARKS

• In the preceding section, the Bayesian solution obtained has a closed form because of
the use of conjugate priors. For example, the beta prior is conjugate to the binomial
model, because the posterior distribution is still beta.

• In general, however, we need to resort to computational approaches to obtain the
Bayesian estimate. Most commonly, we shall need to sample from the posterior dis-
tribution. This is routinely done using a computational method known as Markov
Chain Monte Carlo.

• Bayesian inference has been extended to phylogenetics. The software MrBayes
(http://mrbayes.csit.fsu.edu/) allows the construction of a Bayesian phylogeny,
instead of the usual phylogenies constructed using parsimony and ML methods.

• If Bayesian inference is such a great tool, why haven’t you seen it in standard statistical
packages? It turns out that except for a few simple cases, the details of implementing
Bayesian inference depend on the specific problem. There is no single recipe that allows
one to perform a “standard” Bayesian analysis. On the other hand, ML estimation
only requires the specification of the likelihood function, and then an optimisation
algorithm to obtain the ML estimates.

• Another problem is the choice of priors. In complicated problems it is not clear what
a suitable prior should be. This has raised the uncomfortable question that one can
get any answer one wishes by playing around with the priors.
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